AUTOBIOGEAPHY OF MARTIN VAN BUBEST.	<
to the Statesmen and to the States I have named, and if he i his associates had adhered to the model by which they claimed be guided that laudable ambition might have been abundai gratified.
The anniversary of the birth-day of Thomas Jefferson, a n: appropriate day if such had been his design, was selected for commencement of the movements he had in view. The circi stances under which that day was, for the first time, seized u] for special commemoration; the extent of the preparations t were set on foot to give to the proposed festival extraordin celebrity and the names of the men most prominent in those pi arations contrasted with the ominous suddenness of their revere for the memory of Jefferson combined to attract the attention well informed bystanders and especially of those whose provi it was to see to the faithful execution of the laws. Neither President nor myself were inattentive observers of these signs, made them the subject of frequent conversations. Weighing tl: in connection with the0 ambiguous intimations to me and mor speculations of Mr. Calhouii in 1828, my mind was strongly pressed with a belief that some irregular and unauthorized i ceedings were contemplated which might menace the stability the Union. We were slow to believe that gentlemen with wi the Virginia principles of Ninety Eight had, until quite recen been in very bad odor would have become on the instant cordis disposed to cariy them out in the pure and catholic spirit in wl they were originally adopted by that noble old Commonwealth, \ the suspicion was therefore irresistible that it was designed to the Virginia model and a mask or stalking horse, rather than as armor of defence; and we doubted the ability, even conceding desire, of some of Mr. Calhoun's associates, who shared largely his councils and who would be likely to take the lead when i of violence became the order of the day, to preserve sufficient i control to keep themselves within the pale of the Constitution.
The subject was one which in every aspect required the utn prudence and circumspection on the part of the President, <<. having both accepted invitations to the Dinner we agreed to ir first at his office to consider the course proper for him to pui

